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Letter from the 
President & CEO

expanding crisis response

the nation continued to struggle last year with tragedies 

related to mental health care. the need for immediate 

access to care for individuals in mental health crises and 

their families became more pronounced than ever.  

telecare partnered with several systems of care to  

expand crisis services while alleviating burdens on  

local emergency resources. 

driving continous innovation

telecare is constantly working to deliver better services 

and outcomes. to do this, we are disciplined about 

bringing the most promising practices we discover to 

the front lines where clients and staff engage in the hard 

work of recovery. in fY12-13, we partnered with mental 

health thought leaders in the development of a more 

powerful clinical framework that could be deployed on 

mobile devices, and published research on how to  

measure a culture of recovery.

treating the whole person

adults with serious mental illness die about 25 years 

earlier than americans overall. health reform has been a 

positive force for addressing this inequity because it has 

elevated the need for integrated physical and mental 

health care, as well as substance abuse services. to help 

actualize this vision, telecare partnered across diverse 

fronts to address co-morbid conditions, and advocated in 

the state of oregon for integrated models that will work.

investing in our emploYees

telecare’s staff members are at the foundation of our work. 

their drive, spirit, engagement, and leadership are the 

cornerstones of our effectiveness as an organization.  

in fY12-13, telecare invested in several initiatives to sup-

port their continued education and career development.

looking forward together

founded in 1965, telecare is approaching its 50th year  

of service. the changes on the horizon are a fitting 

tribute to this upcoming milestone. health reform is 

presenting us with a momentous opportunity to  

provide services that allow individuals with mental  

illness to live longer, healthier, and more hopeful lives. 

at telecare, we are building for this next generation of 

our mission with energy, excitement, and optimism.  

we are grateful for your trust in us and your collabora-

tion in this important endeavor.

a n n e  B a k a r 

the past year was once again marked by significant changes in the external environment for public and private health 

systems, health maintenance organizations, and hospitals. the demands created by health reform have pushed all of 

us to rethink the boundaries of the populations we serve, respond rapidly to changing needs, and create more effec-

tive models of integrated mental health care. at telecare, we have risen to these challenges by partnering with our 

customers, colleagues, and national thought leaders to identify approaches that meet will meet these needs head on. 

a n n e  B a k a r
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e x pa n d i n g  c r i s i s  r e s p o n s e

Expanding Crisis Response
communities across the country are exploring how to provide immediate access to care for  

individuals in mental health crisis and their families. too often, such individuals are forced to seek  

care in overburdened hospital emergency rooms. telecare is working with multiple communities to 

develop and expand effective crisis systems that can provide the right intervention at the right time 

— engaging people who are new to the system of care, as well as those who’ve had trouble accessing 

appropriate services. these efforts alleviate pressure on emergency rooms, reduce use of costly and 

restrictive levels of care, and conserve the most intensive services for those who truly require them.  

Rising to the Challenge in FY12-13
•	 preventing crisis, Supporting Families: our in-home outreach team (ihot) in san diego county, california, 

engaged individuals who were previously reluctant to receive mental health treatment and provided coping 
support for their families, thus decreasing the need for involuntary care.

•	 reducing Hospital readmissions: we started a new hospital transition team in stanislaus county, california. 
the program, transition trac, uses an intensive case management model that matches individuals being 
discharged with appropriate community services in order to reduce repeat crisis episodes. in its first 90 days, 
transition trac assessed nearly 400 individuals, and was on track to reduce annual hospitalizations for the 
county’s highest utilizers of inpatient services by 50%.

•	 Hospital Diversion: two-year outcomes for our crisis assessment and treatment center (catc) in portland,  
oregon, showed that 94% of those served were discharged from the catc to lower levels of care.  
these impressive results were accomplished with no incidents of seclusion and restraint. 

•	 crisis residential & crisis Walk-in: telecare opened a new crisis residential program in san Joaquin county, 
california, called Jeremy house. in addition, we partnered with san Bernardino county, in california, to  
preserve the crisis walk-in center in morongo Basin, a critically needed crisis program in this rural area.

•	 crisis Stabilization: we began implementation of a new crisis stabilization program (csp) and adjacent  
acute psychiatric health facility (phf) in santa cruz county, california. the csp is designed to reduce inpatient 
admissions by providing immediate access to care for those in crisis. 

IMPROVING OUTCOMES WITH TARGETED INTERVENTIONS:

IN-HOME
OUTREACH

ENGAGING PEOPLE
BEFORE CRISES OCCUR

23-HOUR
CRISIS

STABILIZATION

INTENSIVE SUPPORTS TO
REGAIN STABILITY

CRISIS
RESIDENTIAL

LONGER-STAY CRISIS AS
STEP-DOWN OR DIVERSION

INTENSIVE
CASE MGMT

PREVENTING READMISSION
WITH TRANSITION LINKAGE & SUPPORT 

WALK-IN
SERVICES

BRIEF SUPPORTS
TO ALLEVIATE DISTRESS
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Preventing Crisis, Supporting Families
alternatives to involuntarY treatment

Program: In-Home Outreach Team (IHOT) 
Customer: San Diego County Behavioral Health Services (CA) 
Details: Outreach and engagement for up to 300 individuals 
and their families annually

telecare’s in-home outreach team (ihot) is a unique 

peer-based outreach program for persons who have 

been reluctant to enter treatment for mental health  

conditions. in particular, the program is able to  

effectively serve individuals who would be eligible for 

involuntary treatment under california’s laura’s law. 

the program has been very effective in engaging clients 

and families in gentle conversations that spark openness 

to treatment and recovery. staff members build trusting 

and non‐judgmental relationships with clients, assist them 

with their immediate needs and goals, and ultimately 

strive to connect them with ongoing treatment. 

“I will never forget the persistence and energy you gave to 
get my sister’s life back on track. You helped clean up more 
messes than I can imagine and showed great passion in 
helping to develop an understanding of my sister’s illness 
and a productive way forward.” — IHOT family member

t h e  i h ot  t e a m  p r e s e n t e d  at  n a m i  c a  2013

Telecare’s Team
roselYna rosado,  
LCSW, ADmInISTrATOr,  
SAn DIegO In-HOme  
OuTreACH TeAm (IHOT)

roselyna rosado first 
found telecare while job 
searching online. “i had no 
idea how much i’d come to love telecare and  
its culture,” she said. 

roselyna now heads telecare’s new in-home 
outreach team, a program quickly becoming 
known for its success in engaging people who 
are reluctant to receive mental health treatment. 

the program’s design encourages staff to 
engage with the entire family, focusing on 
healthier communication, boundary setting, 
and coping skills. By being pro-active with 
outreach and engagement, the ihot program 
is playing an important role in preventing and 
de-escalating crises. 

“we provide the education and coaching  
that are part of a continuum of preventive  
care,” says roselyna. she is also quick to point 
out that when a crisis does occur, the program 
can initiate and coordinate emergency services  
so as to minimize trauma. “we educate families 
about how and when to access crisis services, 
and make sure they have support through  
the process.”    
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Reducing Hospital Readmissions
providing after-care & follow-up

Program: Transition TrAC (recovery Access Center Team) 
Customer: Stanislaus County Behavioral Health and  
recovery Services (CA) 
Details: Hospital Transition Services 

transition trac was opened in 2013 to deliver short-

term intensive case management services for individuals 

being discharged from psychiatric inpatient services, 

many of whom have histories of repeat inpatient utiliza-

tion. the team strives to prevent readmission by linking 

consumers to appropriate ongoing services in the  

community. the program is designed to keep careful 

track of the causes of hospitalization as well as whether 

linkages to community care were successful in interrupt-

ing the hospitalization cycle. 

the program served nearly 400 individuals in its first 90 

days and is on track to reduce annual hospitalizations for 

the county’s highest utilizers of inpatient services by 50%.

Hospital Diversion 
preventing hospital admissions &  

shortening hospital staYs

Program: Crisis Assessment and Treatment Center (CATC) 
Customer: multnomah County Dept. of Human Services (Or) 
Details: Short-Stay Crisis residential

the catc is a 16-bed program that provides 24/7,  

secure, short-term crisis services for individuals living in 

multnomah county. the catc was designed to reduce 

repeated admissions to jails and hospitals through  

focused crisis response. the average length of stay at  

the catc is approximately five days.

two-year outcomes demonstrate the tremendous  

impact of this program. since opening in 2011, the  

catc has served more than 1,400 individuals. ninety-

four percent of all individuals served avoided inpatient 

hospitalization and were discharged to lower levels of 

care. the catc has not had any incidents of seclusion 

and restraint in the two years it has been in operation. 
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Crisis Residential & Crisis Walk-In
treating people at lower levels of care

Program: Jeremy House 
Customer: San Joaquin Behavioral Health Services (CA) 
Details: 6-Bed Crisis residential Program 

Jeremy house opened in 2013 to provide a welcoming, 

home-like recovery setting for individuals in mental 

health crisis. the program helps avert hospital admis-

sions for those who can safely be treated at a lower level 

of care, and shortens hospital stays for those transition-

ing from inpatient care back to the community. the 

program integrates peer services, individual and group 

counseling, medication support, wellness activities, and 

development of family and community supports. this is 

telecare’s first program in san Joaquin county. 

Program: Telecare Crisis Walk-In Center, morongo Basin 
Customer: San Bernardino Dept. of Behavioral Health (CA) 
Details: Crisis Walk-In/urgent Care

in 2013, telecare was selected to assume operation 

of the crisis walk-in center, morongo Basin, thereby 

preserving critically needed crisis response capacity in 

this rural san Bernardino county community. the center 

offers a range of services for those in crises that can be 

addressed in an outpatient, unlocked setting. the  

program also features a special warm-line staffed by 

trained peer support specialists. 

Crisis Stabilization
co-locating crisis and acute services

Program: Crisis Stabilization Program (CSP) 
Customer: Santa Cruz County Health Services (CA) 
Details: 23-Hour Crisis Stabilization 

in 2012-13, telecare worked with santa cruz county to 

plan and implement a new crisis stabilization program. 

this program will be co-located with a new acute  

psychiatric health facility (phf), which will also be  

operated by telecare. 

together, the programs will be the sole provider of 

outpatient crisis stabilization services and short-term 

inpatient treatment services in the county. the csp will 

accept walk-in clients as well as referrals from hospital 

emergency departments and law enforcement, and  

provide a safe and recovery-oriented therapeutic  

environment for individuals in crisis. the santa cruz 

county phf and crisis stabilization program are  

scheduled to open in december 2013. these are our  

first programs in santa cruz county.

san Joaquin countY deputY director of  
Behavioral health services, Jim garrett, attends  
the JeremY house opening. 

Co-located crisis and acute services  
enable people to get more seamless  
treatment, while creating a safe,  
welcoming, recovery environment.

pam rogers-wYman, santa cruz countY acute 
services program chief, and rama khalsa, interim 
santa cruz countY Behavioral health director
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d r i v i n g  co n t i n u o u s  i n n o vat i o n

our changing healthcare environment requires ever-increasing levels of clinical, technical, and business 

sophistication. Behavioral health providers need to demonstrate their value to the healthcare system 

through clinical efficacy, cost savings, consumer satisfaction, and collaboration across disciplines.  

telecare knows our continued success hinges on our ability to innovate, embrace best practices, and 

measure and document our outcomes. telecare is committed to using all the tools at our disposal — 

research, expert consultation, collaborative partnerships, state-of-the-art technology, and advanced  

business practices — to deliver exceptional cutting-edge services. 

Driving  
Continuous Innovation

Rising to the Challenge in FY12-13
•	 telecare research: we continued our research on program recovery culture and will publish the findings in a 

forthcoming article in the Journal of Behavioral Health Services and research.

•	 partnering with thought leaders: we worked with recognized innovators in recovery-based mental health 
services to integrate best practices in new and existing telecare programs as well as training and evaluation.

•	 Forensic Services: telecare’s whatever it takes collaborative court program exemplifies evidence-based and 
person-centered practices by combining court supervision and recovery-based mental health services in one 
program setting. in the first year of the program, none of the members became re-incarcerated, and none  
experienced homelessness.

•	 employing technology: we have established a long term technology vision that will help us put recovery-
centered care at the foundation of our data and information systems.

•	 case Study of Quality improvement: at garfield neurobehavioral center, we employed principles of tqm to 
transform the environment for both residents and staff.

TO DRIVE CONTINUOUS INNOVATION, TELECARE FOCUSES ON:

MENTAL HEALTH
INDUSTRY

PARTICIPATION
& PLANNING

INTEGRATING
BEST PRACTICES

INTO OUR MODEL
& SERVICES

PARTNERING
WITH CLIENTS,

STAFF & 
CUSTOMERS
TO IMPROVE

EMBRACING
NEW TECHNOLOGIES

& OPERATIONAL
PRACTICES

ONGOING
RESEARCH &

CLINICAL
STUDY
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Telecare Research
creating a culture of recoverY

telecare has demonstrated how a mental health  

program’s culture can support recovery. now, we are 

defining recovery culture standards so that programs 

can be evaluated and compared. 

in 2011, telecare created and research-validated the 

recovery centered measures (rcm) scales, a set of three 

tools that provide information about how a program’s 

staff and consumers view the effectiveness of the pro-

gram in creating a culture that supports recovery.  

the scales measure how much programs vary in the 

extent to which staff demonstrate respect for persons 

served, recognize their individual uniqueness, increase 

their motivation, accept them nonjudgmentally, and 

share power with them. 

in 2012, a second research study was initiated to  

demonstrate that program culture can be improved 

and that this change can be measured. Both residential 

programs and community-based assertive community 

treatment (act) teams participated. 

the rcm scales showed strong promise as tools for  

helping programs identify what aspects of organization-

al culture need to change in order to promote recovery. 

the paper documenting the findings, co-authored by 

telecare medical director Stephen Wilson, MD, and  

consultant Daniel chandler, phD, has been approved 

for publication in the Journal of Behavioral Health  

Services and research. 

if you’d like more information about telecare’s recovery 

centered measures scales, or our rccs resources, please 

contact dr. wilson at swilson@telecarecorp.com.

Telecare’s research and findings will be 
published in the Journal of Behavioral 
Health Services and Research.
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Telecare has partnered with thought leaders in and ongoing effort to deepen and improve 
our recovery-centered work. Shown from left to right are Pat Deegan, Anne Bakar,  
Xavier Amador, Charles Barber, and Maggie Bennington-Davis.

Partnering with Thought Leaders
emBracing innovation & Best practices 

in 2012-13, telecare continued its long tradition of seeking 

out innovators in the mental health field and incorporat-

ing elements of their work into program design, training, 

and evaluation going on throughout the company. 

pat Deegan, phD, is an independent consultant known 

for her work to amplify the consumer voice in treatment.

dr. deegan’s commonground software is designed to 

help consumers have more of a voice with their physi-

cian regarding treatment and medication. common-

ground is recognized by the agency for healthcare 

research and quality as a practice innovation. to date, 

we have implemented commonground at eight telecare 

programs. in 2012-13, we collaborated with dr. deegan 

to create a touch-enabled tablet commonground appli-

cation for use by consumers and treatment teams in the 

field, the first and only pilot of this kind in the country. 

Xavier amador, phD, is the originator of the leap  

(listen, empathize, agree, partner) model. leap is 

designed to help staff communicate more effectively 

with persons served through better listening techniques. 

telecare established leap as an intervention in its new 

in-home outreach program, and partnered with  

dr. amador to bring leap training to san diego county. 

dr. amador is the founder of the leap institute and a 

frequently consulted media authority on mental health 

issues in america.

charles Barber is the director of the connection  

institute for innovative practice, an interdisciplinary  

collective of leading researchers, advocates, and practi-

tioners in behavioral health and criminal justice.  

telecare is receiving ongoing consulting from mr. Barber 

in merging recovery-based mental health treatment and 

evidence-based practices in criminal justice to reduce 

recidivism for offenders with mental illness. 

Maggie Bennington-Davis, MD, is a widely respected 

expert on creating trauma-informed cultures within 

mental health treatment. she is the co-author of  

restraint and Seclusion: The model for eliminating use In 

Healthcare, and is known in particular for her use of the 

sanctuary model in a state hospital setting to eliminate 

use of seclusion and restraint. inspired by this work, 

telecare has created sanctuary rooms in many of our 

facilities. dr. Bennington-davis presented at our annual 

telecare administrators and corporate managers meet-

ing in february of 2013. 
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Forensic Services
reducing recidivism through partnerships 

Program: Whatever It Takes Collaborative Court 
Customer: Orange County Health Care Agency (CA) 
Details: Full Service Partnership for members with  
orensic backgrounds

since July 2012, telecare has been working with  

superior court of california’s collaborative Justice courts 

program to operate the “whatever it takes” (wit) court, 

a voluntary program that provides intensive treatment in 

tandem with court supervision in lieu of jail time. par-

ticipants are in the program for 18-24 months. services 

include daily education and skill-building groups (nearly 

30 are offered per week), psychiatric and nursing services, 

education, employment, housing and financial assistance, 

and healthcare linkage. a special co-occurring substance 

abuse track provides expedited access to treatment and 

reduces the need for residential care. 

only one year into implementation, the program has 

already produced impressive outcomes. no members 

have re-offended or experienced homelessness while in 

the program; 19% are in school and 14% are employed. 

 

Telecare is building its technology  
infrastructure with recovery at the center.  
Our vision is to empower clients, staff, and 
leaders with the right information  
at the right time, in a way that fosters 
growth and positive action.

Employing Technology
supporting clinical practice &  

evaluation with technologY

telecare’s vision is for an integrated information  

technology system that uses our recovery model as  

its guiding framework. 

we are working to embed our interactive recovery tools 

into our electronic health record for seamless access to 

comprehensive clinical data. in the future, our commu-

nity programs will be able to generate consumer data 

reports for cross-functional teams that allow them to pri-

oritize client needs and strategically allocate resources.

our it systems will also support program management 

with operations dashboards that track risk management, 

budgets, and performance outcomes, and allow for 

comparing programs. we will work with our customers 

to measure the impact of our services on total  

health expenditures.    

Number of WIT 
clients who have 
re-o�ended
since enrollment...0
Number of WIT 
clients who have 
experienced
homelessness
since enrollment...0
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Telecare’s Team
kier taYlor, LnHA,  
regional Administrator,  
garfield neurobehavioral 
Center and La Paz  
geropsychiatric Center

how does one use quality 
improvement as a vehicle 
for promoting a person-centered and high 
involvement culture in long term care? ask kier 
taylor, telecare’s regional administrator for gar-
field and la paz, who is achieving precisely that. 

the continuous quality improvement program 
put in place by kier at garfield is intended as a 
tool for supporting recovery, expanding choice, 
and fostering wellness. “what is different about 
our cqi program,” says kier, “is its resident focus. 
the point is improving residents’ lives.” 

kier does not view quality improvement as a 
“top-down” practice, but instead looks to the 
entire staff to participate in defining problems, 
strategizing solutions, and setting goals and 
benchmarks. a new fall prevention program, 
for example, drew on suggestions from house-
keeping staff. this kind of staff empowerment, 
says kier, is key to the process.  

kier came to telecare three years ago with 
impeccable long term care credentials, having 
been a licensed nursing home administra-
tor for 20 years at such companies as windsor 
care centers, lennox corporation, and kindred 
healthcare. he also served as administrator at 
the live oak project, one of the first nursing 
home programs in the united states based on 
person-centered care. live oak’s founder,  
Barry Barkan, went on to co-found the pioneer 
network, which works to transform nursing 
homes from institutions to person-centered 
elder communities. while at windsor care,  
kier worked on quality improvement initiatives 
alongside david farrell, who has written widely 
about using quality improvement practices to 
promote culture change in long term care. 

t h e  n e w  g a r d e n  at  g a r f i e l d

t h e  t e a m  at  g a r f i e l d

Case Study of Quality Improvement
collaBorating to improve care

at garfield neurobehavioral center, the team is using 

tqm principles in their clinical quality improvement  

initiative to transform the environment for both  

residents and staff.

g a r f i e l d ’s  5 - s ta r  d i n i n g  p r o g r a m
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telecare has much to offer in the integrated care environment and is making progress on multiple fronts. 

our primary focus has been on enhancing the physical health and substance abuse services  
we offer to adults with serious mental illness in our programs. But we are also working with health 
plans to explore how our understanding of motivation and behavioral change can help a broader 
population of dually-eligible clients manage their chronic health conditions more successfully.  
we are also advancing progress towards integration by working with large hospital systems such as  
Baylor medical system in texas, by providing geropsychiatric services in their acute care hospitals.  
in the state of oregon, we are advocating at the political level to assure mental health does not get 
lost as major reform gets under way and mental health funding is “carved back” into physical health. 

in all of these domains, the path is different, but the goal is the same: creating services that address the 
whole person, body and spirit, with a greater emphasis on results.

Treating the Whole Person

t r e at i n g  t h e  w h o l e  p e r s o n

Rising to the Challenge in FY12-13
•	 improving physical Health outcomes for persons with Serious Mental illness: a pilot at alameda stages in 

alameda, california, examined how telecare’s recovery model can help clients with serious mental illness  
identify and achieve their healthcare goals. 

•	 integrated Services for Substance Use Disorders: we partnered with the nationally-recognized matrix  
institute to pilot a new co-occurring psycho-education curriculum at four telecare programs and delivered 
a new co-occurring disorders training to 800 staff in four states.

•	 case Study of Healthcare integration: telecare’s oldest program, gladman mental health rehabilitation  
center, is working to address whole-person care in a locked, inpatient setting.

•	 improving physical & Mental Health outcomes through care coordination: telecare expanded care coordi-
nation services with two key health plan partners, kaiser southern california and inland empire health plan (iehp).  
our care coordination initiatives extend our reach to a population with more moderate mental health needs and 
co-morbid medical and/or substance abuse issues, and have resulted in reduced use of hospital inpatient services 
and significant cost savings.

•	 integrated acute care for older adults: we partnered with two large hospital systems in texas to implement 
three new geropsychiatric units in acute care hospitals, creating resources that allow older adults to receive 
integrated treatment in acute care settings.

•	 advocacy for Mental Health Systems and Funding: we advocated at all levels to ensure that the needs of 
persons with serious mental illness remain a priority within newly integrated healthcare systems in the state of 
oregon. we also advocated the newly created funding for clients with criminal justice histories in the state of 
california be preserved and enhanced.
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alameda strides healthcare integration pilot

Improving Physical Health Outcomes 
for Persons with Serious Mental Illness
using mental health strategies

Program: Alameda STAgeS 
Customer: Alameda County Behavioral Health Care Services (CA) 
Details: Full Service Partnership for Older Adults

telecare is exploring how our mental health recovery  

model can be used to support the achievement of 

physical health goals. we have adapted several of our 

recovery-centered clinical system (rccs) tools to sup-

port physical health goals — using our background in 

motivation, choice-making, and behavioral change to 

help individuals improve their physical health habits.

our alameda stages program was selected for our first 

healthcare integration pilot because it serves older adults 

(58+), many of whom live with co-morbid chronic health 

conditions such as hypertension and diabetes, and whose 

staff members are well-versed in helping consumers 

coordinate healthcare and maintain their health informa-

tion. the pilot introduced the use of fitbit and ihealth 

tools to track healthcare indicators in the field (weight, 

blood pressure, exercise levels, calorie intake) and 

tested ideas about how staff could support members to 

articulate health goals and build the knowledge, motiva-

tion, and confidence necessary to make change happen. 

members are able to view personal progress graphs on 

ipad tablets. we hope to introduce additional healthcare 

integration pilots in the coming year. 

Integrated Services for  
Substance Use Disorders
increasing our co-occurring capacitY

telecare is building our capacity to serve individuals  

with co-occurring mental health and substance use  

disorders using a unified approach to recovery.  

in addition to providing improved services to our  

existing clients with serious mental illness and substance 

abuse issues, we will also be better prepared to offer  

integrated mental health and substance abuse services 

for non-disabled adults newly eligible for medicaid  

under healthcare reform.

we have partnered with the matrix institute, a  

provider of substance use treatment recognized by  

the national registry for evidence Based programs  

and practices (nrepp), to implement co-occurring staff 

training and client curriculum pilots at four telecare  

programs. initial feedback from consumers has been 

very positive, with some saying it is the first time they 

were encouraged to look at the interaction between 

mental health and addiction. 

we also launched substance abuse 101, a one-day  

training that was delivered to more than 800 staff in 

california, oregon, washington, and nebraska. 
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Telecare’s Team
david damschen, mSW

shortly after david  
damschen started as  
administrator at gladman 
mhrc, he asked his lead-
ership team a question: 
“how would you need to change gladman to 
make it a place where you could recover?” 

this exercise, which is based on sandra Bloom’s 
sanctuary model for trauma-informed care, 
yielded a list of 72 improvement initiatives 
ranging from facility modifications to changes 
in clinical practice. staff selected initiatives they 
wanted to manage, and progress was tracked 
on a spreadsheet.

some of the plans were met with skepticism. 
“when we announced we were going to have a 
library, some asked, ‘how are you going to pay 
for that?’” david recalled. the new library now 
has more than 2,000 books, and will soon add 
music and dvds. the price tag? $80. he tells 
similar stories about the addition of a full fitness 
center, a greenhouse and horticultural program, 
and the makeover of the cafeteria as a bistro-
style restaurant with tableside service. how did 
they do it? “we unleashed the creativity and the 
energy of the leadership team,” he says. 

david sees these new program components  
as emblematic of the new frontier in mental 
health services, which is a more holistic  
approach. he told the story of one resident who 
once rarely left his bed but now visits the fitness 
center four times a week. “we need to ask, are 
we providing enticing and exciting  
opportunities for recovery?” 

david reports that he will soon undertake a 
similar process with the entire staff to inform  
a five-year plan, and will then include residents  
as well. 

n e w  g Y m  at  g l a d m a n  m h r c

n e w  g r e e n h o u s e  at  g l a d m a n  m h r c

n e w  d i n i n g  e x p e r i e n c e  at  g l a d m a n  m h r c

Case Study of Healthcare Integration
supporting recoverY in a locked setting

telecare’s oldest program, gladman mental health  

rehabilitation center, is working to address whole- 

person care through facility and service changes, a  

few of which are shown below.
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Improving Physical & Mental Health 
Outcomes Through Care Coordination
serving a Broader population, reducing costs

Program: Kaiser Downey Intensive recovery Treatment Program 
Customer: Kaiser Permanente Southern CA 
Details: Care coordination and post-hospital linkage 

telecare’s care coordination services 

use our recovery model to help an  

expanded population (those with 

more moderate mental health needs and co-morbid  

medical and/or substance abuse issues) achieve  

improved healthcare outcomes. in 2013, kaiser perma-

nente contracted with telecare in its downey medical 

center to provide comprehensive wrap-around services 

for 20 members with complex needs, and post-hospital 

follow up for 134 members who have had difficulty link-

ing with outpatient care. to date, we have successfully 

engaged 76% of referrals within 30 days. a new kaiser 

tele-psychiatry pilot allows staff to facilitate doctor  

appointments in the member’s home. this program 

builds on the success of our 14-year-old kaiser program 

for intensive community support (kpfics) in san diego. 

Program: Inland empire Health Plan (IeHP) Care Coordination  
Customer: Inland empire Health Plan (CA) 
Details: Care coordination for members with complex needs 

in 2013, inland empire health plan 

expanded its care coordination pilot 

with telecare from 5 to 15 members. 

our staff promotes continuity of care 

by working closely with health plan physicians, ensuring 

members get to appointments, making home visits as 

necessary, and by being available should a crisis occur. 

iehp documented a 75% post-enrollment decrease in 

inpatient hospital days for members participating in 

telecare services, and a net savings of $1,047 per month 

per member. iehp has been selected as one of the health 

plans serving riverside and san Bernardino counties in 

california’s cal-mediconnect program, which will inte-

grate medicare and medi-cal services for dually eligible 

beneficiaries in eight counties.

Telecare is helping hospital systems to 
expand their service offerings with needed 
programs that make financial sense.

B aY lo r  g a r l a n d

Integrated Acute Care for Older Adults
partnering with hospital sYstems to expand 

psYchiatric care

in 2012-2013, telecare partnered with the two  

largest nonprofit hospital systems in texas to implement 

three new gero-psychiatric care units. these units will 

allow older adults to receive integrated care in the acute 

care setting. 

telecare opened two gero-psych units with Baylor health-

care system: a 10-bed unit at Baylor garland, and a 12-bed 

unit at Baylor irving. Baylor launched its own accountable 

care organization, Baylor quality alliance, in 2011.  

having its own aco will allow Baylor to better integrate 

and coordinate care while also controlling costs. 

at christus santa rosa, the 21-bed gero-psych unit is  

located adjacent to the hospital’s existing acute center 

for the elderly (ace), giving patients a much more  

integrated care experience. 
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Advocacy for Mental Health as  
System Level Integration Begins in OR
advocating for consumers with smi

the state of oregon has moved to a new integrated 

healthcare system for medicaid beneficiaries in which 

geographically based coordinated care organizations 

(ccos) will coordinate all services, including mental 

health care. the goal is to achieve improved health 

outcomes while also generating cost savings through-

out the system. many states are watching this transition 

closely and will be moving to similar “carve-in” systems 

under healthcare reform. 

telecare is working to understand the implications 

of medicaid mental health funding being “carved-in” 

to general healthcare, and advocating to ensure that 

services for those with mental illness are not compro-

mised. we are working with the oregon addictions 

and mental health services to develop standards for 

behavioral health homes, which provide comprehensive 

and coordinated care for people with mental health and 

substance use disorders in the behavioral health setting. 

we are also working with provider associations, such as 

the oregon residential providers association, to educate 

stakeholders regarding the needs of people with serious 

mental illness.

HEALTH
$$ MENTAL

HEALTH
$$ SMI

$

SHIFTS IN FUNDING
RAISE RISKS FOR

LIMITED SMI
RESOURCES

OREGON MOVES
TO CCO SYSTEM

Advocacy to Preserve & Enhance Funding 
in CA for Offenders with Mental Illness
supporting recoverY, preventing recidivism

as the number of people with serious mental illness  
in our nation’s jails and prisons continues to rise, telecare 
is advocating for effective services that break the cycle  
of re-arrest and re-incarceration for offenders with  
mental illness. 

in fY 12-13, telecare continued to implement and  
expand our four aB109 (public safety realignment)  
programs for probationers in partnership with county 
mental health and Behavioral health departments in 
san diego, los angeles, ventura, and san mateo coun-
ties (california). telecare continued to advocate for 
increased funding for mental health treatment services 
instead of increased funding for jails.

additionally, we supported the vision of senate pro tem 
darrell steinberg to preserve and expand california’s 
integrated services for mentally ill parolees (ismip)  
program, administered by the california department  
of corrections and rehabilitation, which funds  
telecare’s four core (corrections outpatient recovery 
enhancement) programs in los angeles, san diego, and 
san Bernardino counties. 

ismip services are comprehensive , touching on every 
aspect of the individual’s life: health, education, employ-
ment, substance abuse recovery, housing, parenting, and 
family life. telecare’s core programs have had a demon-
strable impact on recidivism. in our core-l.a. program, 
for example, participants spent 80% fewer days in jail 

compared to the 12 month period prior to enrollment. 

Telecare’s CORE programs have had a 
demonstrable impact on recidivism.  
In our CORE-L.A. program, for example, 
participants spent 80% fewer days in jail 
compared to the 12 month period prior  
to enrollment. 
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i n v e s t i n g  i n  o u r  e m p loY e e s

telecare’s employees are the single most important asset we bring to the work of helping people  

with serious mental illness to recover and improve their lives. we know that cultivating dynamic  

and engaged employees is critical to supporting clients in the process of recovery, as well as  

supporting our future business needs and strategic initiatives. we believe that by investing in the  

potential of our workforce, our employees will be more hopeful and energized about the potential  

of our clients and the mission of our organization. 

Investing in Our Employees

Rising to the Challenge in FY12-13
•	 leadership promotions: in 2012-13, we bolstered our operational benchstrength through important executive-

level leadership promotions. 

•	 employee Stock ownership plan: telecare’s employee stock ownership plan (esop) celebrated its 15th year. 
telecare’s stock has consistently outperformed the overall stock market by more than double, giving  
employee-owners increased financial stability in retirement.

•	 education & career Development: last year, 69 telecare employees were awarded a total of nearly $68,000 in 

scholarships to support work-related goals. 

•	 employees with lived experience: we continued to integrate employees with lived experience of mental  
illness in all functions and levels of the company.

Leadership Promotions
recognizing accomplishment

in 2012-13, telecare invested in its operations with  

two strategic promotions on its executive team.

Faith richie, MBa, was  

promoted to senior vice president 

of development. in this capacity, 

ms. richie is responsible for all new 

business development, strategic 

growth, start-up operations, and 

government relations. ms. richie 

joined telecare in 2010, prior to 

which she held executive positions with behavioral 

health organizations in washington state, and served  

as assistant director of the san mateo county mental 

health program.

Michael Wiederstein, phD,  
was promoted to senior vice  

president of contract management 

and freestanding acute  

operations. this promotion  

recognizes the vital role played by 

dr. wiederstein in expanding  

telecare’s geropsychiatric unit 

management contracts with medical centers, and  

leading operation of our acute care facilities in  

washington state, placer county, and alameda county. 

dr. wiederstein joined telecare in 2007, prior to which he 

led psychiatric and long term care operations on behalf 

of several large behavioral health companies.
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Telecare employees own 40% of the  
company’s stock. Since 1997, Telecare’s 
ESOP share prices has increased 383%.

Education & Career Development
supporting professional growth

telecare has created a variety of scholarship opportuni-

ties for employees to advance their careers, including 

scholarships for nursing education, counseling, and 

social work education. last year, 69 employees were 

awarded a total of $68,000 in scholarships under our 

long-standing Ben mccloud scholarship fund (Bmsf) 

which supports employee long-term educational goals.  

additionally, 142 employees were awarded more than 

$25,000 in funds through the telecare education  

assistance program (teap). 

telecare is now partnering with two educational  

institutions to offer significant tuition assistance for 

work-related degree completion. the university of 

southern california offers a scholarship for telecare 

employees in its online msw program, and Brandman 

university offers varying levels of tuition reduction to 

telecare employees enrolled in specified undergraduate 

and graduate degree programs. these programs may 

also be fully completed online, making them accessible 

to all employees regardless of location. 

Last year, 211 staff members received 
scholarships and support from Telecare to 
help them reach their educational goals.
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Telecare Employee Stock Ownership 
Plan Celebrates 15th Year
giving emploYees a financial stake while  

promoting culture of involvement

telecare’s employee stock ownership plan (esop)  

celebrated its 15th year, providing employees with a 

financial stake in the future success of telecare and  

advancing our culture of co-ownership

in the most recent stock valuation, telecare’s share price 

increased by 4% from the year prior. since the incep-

tion of our esop in 1997, the share price has increased 

383%. telecare stock has outperformed the overall stock 

market by more than double (telecare’s compounded 

average annual return is 11.1%; standard and poor’s  

is 5.4%). 

telecare’s stock has consistently outperformed the  

overall stock market by more than double, giving em-

ployee owners increased long-term financial stability.
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Telecare’s Team
thomas maYo, TeAm 
LeAD, TABS109

according to thomas 
mayo, the main gift he 
brings to his work is that 
he has had many of the 
same life experiences as 
his clients. “they believe me when i say they 
can do it, because i am them.” 

thomas was hired as a substance abuse  
specialist by telecare’s los angeles atlas 
program in 2006. he expresses tremendous 
gratitude for the patience, guidance, and 
reassurance of his supervisors as he learned 
to become a provider. thomas was quickly 
recognized for his remarkable ability to engage 
clients, his listening skills, and for being a great 
source of support for the whole team. his 
responsibilities were soon expanded to include 
vocational counseling. 

thomas’ supervisor, natalie reinfeld, said, 
“thomas is an amazing individual who cares 
deeply for each person he encounters. one  
of his main attributes is his humility. he is  
open to learning at all times.” 

thanks in part to the “gentle pressure” of his 
supervisor and others, he went back to school 
to pursue a bachelor’s degree in human ser-
vices. despite having been out of school for 
many years, it felt like a good fit to support his 
career growth. “i had already dedicated my life 
to serving people like me,” he said. telecare’s 
Ben mccloud scholarship program helped with 
tuition. he graduated in november 2012.

thomas helped implement telecare’s full  
service partnership for ex-offenders with men-
tal illness funded under aB109 (public safety 
realignment), and is now a team lead in that 
program. “they (our clients) are always sur-
prised to learn that we are here to assist them 
in what they want to accomplish. we’re not 
here to dictate what they should do.  
that’s what makes telecare different.” 

Employees with Lived Experience
cultivating role models in recoverY

we continue to recognize the importance of employing 

individuals with lived experience at telecare. there is 

value in doing this to provide growth opportunities for 

those with the expertise and skills, and also because  

employees with lived experience can provide unique 

support and inspiration to clients in recovery. we con-

tinue to integrate employees with lived experience of 

mental illness in all functions and levels of the company.

Because we value employees with lived experience and 

peer support, we have co-sponsored organizations that 

advance this work. for example, in January 2013,  

telecare co-sponsored a conference led by peers,  

an alameda county consumer-run organization. the 

conference featured dr. mary ellen copeland, who is a 

mental health survivor and the designer of the wellness 

recovery action plan (wrap), a self-help mental health 

recovery program. at the conference, ceo anne Bakar 

introduced state senate pro tem darrell steinberg, who 

introduced dr. copeland. the conference brought  

together hundreds of people in recovery, peer special-

ists, professionals, and supporters.

marY ellen copeland (2nd from left);  
khatera aslami-tamplen (3rd from left), former 
executive director of peers; and state senate pro 
tem darrell steinBerg (3rd from right)  
at this Year’s wrap conference.



since 1965, telecare has evolved to address the chang-

ing needs of people with serious mental illness (smi). 

today, we provide and manage an array of services — 

from inpatient and community-based programs to crisis, 

residential, and care management. we also offer special-

ized services to individuals who face other challenges in 

addition to their mental illness. these individuals may be 

homeless, incarcerated, developmentally disabled, have 

medical issues associated with aging, or face addiction  

issues. telecare serves adults, older adults, and adoles-

cents — particularly those who may require more inten-

sive, recovery-centered mental health programs.

in april 2013, telecare was once again recognized by  

the San Francisco Business Times as a Best place  

to work in the Bay area. telecare ranked ninth for  

companies with 501-1500 employees (up from tenth 

place in 2012). this marked the ninth time in ten years 

that telecare corporation has made it on the list. 
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About Telecare

telecare operates more than 75 programs in different locations (shown aBove) and served more 
than 29,000 unique individuals in fY12-13.
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